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Abstract

In apprenticeship learning we aim to learn a good behavior by observing an expert or a set
of experts. We assume a setting where the expert is maximizing an unknown true reward
function, which is often a linear combination of known state features. In this paper, we
consider a situation when we observe many trajectories of behaviors but only one or a few
of them are labeled as experts’ trajectories. We investigate the assumptions under which
the remaining unlabeled trajectories can aid in learning a policy with a good performance.
We provide an algorithm that is able to output a better policy in fewer iterations than the
related algorithm that does not take the unlabeled trajectories into account.

1. Introduction

Traditional reinforcement learning makes agents to learn by rewarding them for being in
certain states. Constructing such a reward can be not only tedious but a reward could be
possibly difficult to encode explicitly. The goal of apprenticeship learning (Ng and Russell,
2000) is to learn a good behavior for an agent by observing a behavior of an expert performer
(usually a human). The algorithms need only to observe the (human) experts and this is
often easier to do than encoding the rewards. The ability of this approach to learn non-
trivial behaviors was already demonstrated on the complex tasks such as inverted helicopter
navigation (Ng et al., 2004), ball-in-a-cup game (Boularias et al., 2011), or learning highway
driving behavior (Abbeel and Ng, 2004; Levine, 2011).

A typical scenario for apprenticeship learning is to have an expert to perform one or
several optimal (or close to the optimal) behaviors and use these to learn a good policy.
In this paper, we consider a modified different setup, when we also have an access to
many trajectories, such as when we recorded driving patterns of many people without
the knowledge whether they are experts or not. Therefore, we only know about few of
trajectories whether they are experts’, because it would not be feasible to examine them
all. We refer to this setting as semi-supervised apprenticeship learning.

Since the beginning of apprenticeship learning (Ng and Russell, 2000), several different
approaches have been proposed, including inverse reinforcement learning (Abbeel and Ng,
2004), max-margin planning (Ratliff et al., 2006), or maximum entropy inverse reinforce-
ment learning (Ziebart et al., 2008).

In this paper, we address this setting by a semi-supervised extension to the (max-
margin) inverse reinforcement learning proposed by Abbeel and Ng (2004). We assume
that the “good” and “bad” trajectories are well enough separated in some feature space.
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Therefore, a decision boundary that separates good and bad trajectories, should not cross
the dense regions of the data. This distributional assumption is typical in semi-supervised
learning (Zhu, 2008) and it is often referred to as cluster assumption. Such an assumption
enables us to use semi-supervised support vector machines (Bennett and Demiriz, 1999)
and to take advantage of the unlabeled trajectories when learning a policy.

The method of Abbeel and Ng (2004) is an iterative procedure, where in each step a
new reward is generated. Therefore, in each step we have to use a MDP solver that solves
for an optimal policy given that reward. In the method we propose, we aim to reduce the
number of iterations of this procedure and therefore reduce the number of calls to the MDP
solver.

2. Background

Let MDP\R denote a finite state Markov decision process without a reward function:
(S,A, T, γ,D), where S is a finite set of states, A is a set of actions, T is a set of tran-
sition probabilities, γ is a discount factor, and D is the initial state distribution from which
a starting state s0 is sampled. We assume that we are given a vector of state features
φ : S → [0, 1]k. We also assume an existence of a true reward function R? such that this
funcion is linear in the feature space of φ: R?(s) = w? · φ(s), where ‖w?‖1 ≤ 1 is the true
weight reward vector. The expected value of a policy π is

Es0∼D[V π(s0)] = E

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtR(st)|π

]
= w · E

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtφ(st)|π

]
= w · µ(π),

where µ(π) = E
[∑∞

t=0 γ
tφ(st)|π

]
is the vector of feature expectations given policy π.

We also assume that we can access a MDP oracle which given a reward, outputs a policy
that maximizes it. The main input for the IRL method is the set of m trajectories of the

expert: {s(i)E,t}mi=1. Given this set of trajectories we can compute an empirical estimate of
their feature expectations:

µ̂E ←
1

m

m∑
i=1

∞∑
t=0

γtφ(s
(i)
E,t)

2.1. Max-margin inverse reinforcement learning

The goal of IRL algorithm of Abbeel and Ng (2004) is to find a policy π̃, such that
‖µ(π̃)− µE‖2 ≤ ε. In such case, for any ‖w‖1 ≤ 1:∣∣∣∣∣E
[ ∞∑
t=0

γtR(st)|πE

]
− E

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtR(st)|π̃

]∣∣∣∣∣ = |wTµ(π̃)−wTµE | ≤ ‖w‖2 ‖µ(π̃)− µE‖2 ≤ 1 · ε = ε

This means that if we find a policy π̃ whose feature expectations are ε close to the ones
of the expert, then the performance of the policy π̃ would be also ε close to the performance
of the expert. Algorithm 1 of Abbeel and Ng (2004) is therefore trying to find such π̃. When
the algorithm terminates, then t(i+1) ≤ ε. This implies:
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Algorithm 1 IRL: Inverse reinforcement learning

Input: ε

expert trajectories {s(i)E,t}
estimate µ̂E ← 1

m

∑m
i=1

∑∞
t=0 γ

tφ(s
(i)
E,t)

randomly pick π(0) and set i = 1
repeat
t(i) ← max‖w‖2≤1 minj<i w · (µ̂E − µ̂(j))

Let w(i) be the one attaining this maximum.
π(i) ← MDP(R = w(i) · φ)
Estimate µ̂(i) ← µ(π(i)).
i← i+ 1

until t(i) ≤ ε

∀w, where ‖w‖2 ≤ 1, ∃i s.t. wTµ(i) ≤ wTµE − ε

We can then construct a mixture policy π̃, such that for any w, the feature expectations
µ(π̃) are at most ε away from the feature expectations µE of the expert,

µ(π̃) = min
µ
‖µE − µ‖2 s.t. µ =

∑
i

λiµ
(i) and

∑
i

λi = 1. (1)

This corresponds to the mixing of policies that we computed during the execution of
Algorithm 1 with the mixing weights λ: The resulting mixture policy can be executed
by sampling from {π(i)}i at the beginning and then acting according to π(i). For such a
mixture, it is guaranteed that ‖µE − µ(π̃)‖2 ≤ ε. However, having a resulting policy being
a mixture of several policies instead of a single policy is often seen as a drawback of the
IRL method (Ratliff et al., 2006; Ziebart et al., 2008).

3. Semi-supervised inverse reinforcement learning

The optimization step for w of Algorithm 1 described in Section 2.1 is equivalent to support
vector machines (SVM) by Vapnik (1995), if we associate a label +1 with the expert’s feature
expectations µE , and a label −1 with the feature expectations of the policies computed so
far: {µ(π(j)) : j = 0 . . . (i − 1)}. As Abbeel and Ng (2004) point out, it can be solved by
any quadratic program solver or a specialized SVM solver.

In the following we describe how to improve the IRL algorithm in the case when we
have access to many other trajectories but without the knowledge about whether they
belong to an expert or not. Specifically, unlabeled trajectories can help us to find w that
separates the expert feature counts from the non-expert ones faster. We describe how to
use semi-supervised SVMs for this purpose.

Semi-supervised support vector machines (SVMs) compared to classical SVMs use be-
sides the standard hinge loss V (f,xi, yi) = max{1−y |f(x)| , 0}, also the hat loss V̂ (f,x) =
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max{1− |f(x)| , 0} on unlabeled data (Bennett and Demiriz, 1999),

f̂ = min
f

∑
i∈L

V (f,xi, yi) + γl ‖f‖2 + γu
∑
i∈U

V̂ (f,xi), (2)

to compute max-margin decision boundary f̂ that avoids dense regions of data. In the
formulation above, L and U are the sets of labeled and unlabeled examples respectively, γl
is the cost penalty as in classical SVMs, and γu weighs the influence of unlabeled examples
in U . No matter what the label of an unlabeled example would be, the hat loss V̂ penalizes
functions f with a small distance to unlabeled examples. The hat loss, however, makes the
optimization problem (2) non-convex. As a result, it is hard to solve the problem optimally
and most of the work in this field has focused on approximations. A comprehensive review of
these methods was done by Zhu (2008). In our experiments, we make use of the transductive
SVMs by Joachims (1999a).

If IRL wants to find such w which separates expert and non-expert feature expectations,
in SSIRL we will additionally require that the newly found decision boundary does not
cross the dense regions of the unlabeled features expectations. Specifically, optimization
problem (2) for linear functions f , where the experts feature expectation are labeled as +1
and all the feature expectations from the generated policies labeled as −1, simplifies to:

min
w

(
max{1−wTµ̂E , 0}+ γl ‖w‖2 +

∑
j<i

max{1 +wTµ̂(j), 0}+ γu
∑
u∈U

max{1− |wTµ̂u| , 0}
)

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the SSIRL algorithm. At the beginning, we calcu-
late the empirical estimates µ̂u for each unlabeled trajectory (or a set of mu trajectories).
After the optimization step for w, which corresponds to (2), we normalize w such that
‖w‖2 = 1, in order to preserve the approximation properties of the IRL algorithm. Note
that since both SSIRL and IRL algorithms iteratively create new policies, eventually the
unlabeled trajectories will be outweighed and in the limit, the performance of the generated
mixture policies will be similar. However, with the informative set of unlabeled trajecto-
ries present during the learning, SSIRL is able to recover w? much faster. Therefore, it
may need less iterations than IRL and consequently smaller number of oracle calls to MDP
solver.

After the execution of SSIRL algorithm, we need to perform the same optimization
procedure (Equation 1) as for the IRL algorithm to get the mixing weights λ. However, we
would like to stress an important point about policy mixing with SSIRL: Even though the
feature expections from the unlabeled trajectories can help us discover w? much earlier, we
do not know the policies that generated them. This has 2 consequences. First, these feature
expectations cannot be used for finding the final mixture after the algorithm has converged.
Second, the distance between the unlabeled feature counts (i.e. the margin t) cannot be
taken into account for the stopping criterion. Otherwise, it could for example happen that
we have an unlabeled feature expectations which are ε close to µE . The algorithm would
terminate immediately but no policy would be generated. Therefore, the benefit of SSIRL
is that likely a better w is found earlier and consequently a better policy is generated for
that w.
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Algorithm 2 SSIRL: Semi-supervised inverse reinforcement learning

Input: ε, γl, γu
expert trajectories {s(i)E,t}
unlabeled trajectories from U performers {s(i)u,t}

estimate µ̂E ← 1
m

∑m
i=1

∑∞
t=0 γ

t
lφ(s

(i)
E,t)

for u = 1 to U do
estimate µ̂u ← 1

mu

∑mu
i=1

∑∞
t=0 γ

tφ(s
(i)
u,t)

end for
randomly pick π(0) and set i← 1
repeat

w(i) ← min
w

(
max{1−wTµ̂E , 0}+ γl ‖w‖2

+
∑
j<i

max{1 +wTµ̂(j), 0}+ γu
∑
u∈U

max{1− |wTµ̂u| , 0}
)

w(i) ← w(i)/
∥∥w(i)

∥∥
2

π(i) ← MDP(R = (w(i))Tφ)
estimate µ̂(i) ← µ(π(i))
t(i) ← miniw

T(µ̂E − µ̂(i))
i← i+ 1

until t(i) ≤ ε

4. Experiments

The purpose of this section is to show that with unlabeled trajectories, we can find a
good policy faster thus require smaller number of MDP oracle calls.1 In our experiments,
we compared SSIRL method with its IRL counterpart. For the comparison we used the
gridworld example of Abbeel and Ng (2004).

4.1. Gridworld

We used 64× 64 gridworlds. The agent is allowed to perform 4 actions (north, west, south,
east) with 70% chance of success and 30% chance of taking a random different action. The
grid is divided into 64 macrocells of size 8 × 8. These macrocells define the features: for
each macrocell i and state s there is a feature φi such that φi(s) = 1 if the state s belongs to
the macrocell i and 0 otherwise. The rewards are randomly generated such that the w? is
sparse, which gives rise to interesting policies (Abbeel and Ng, 2004). The discount factor
γ is set to 0.99.

4.2. Implementation details

As the MDP solver, we used a policy iteration method. For the optimization of w both in
IRL and SSIRL algorithm we used SVMlight implementation of Joachims (1999a), which
is capable of both supervised and semi-supervised (transductive) SVM learning. Learning

1. provided that have the knowledge of w? to make such a comparison
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Figure 1: Performance of the mixture policies under the true reward after 10 iterations of
both algorithms as a function of the number of extra unlabeled trajectories.

parameters γl, γu were set to the default values. To calculate the mixture coefficients λ of
the mixture policy (Equation 1) we used the quadratic program solver CVX by Grant et al.
(2006).

4.3. Results

In Figure 1 we varied the number of unlabeled trajectories for our semi-supervised SSIRL
method and compared it to IRL. To simulate the clustering assumption, we sampled the
trajectories as follows. We sampled w? for the expert and a different w′ for the non-expert
performer. The estimated feature expectations µ̂E for the expert were computed by simu-
lating the policy optimizing w?. The first half of the unlabeled trajectories corresponds to
different simulations of the same expert policy. The other half of trajectories was simulated
from a policy optimizing w′.

Figure 1 shows the performance of the final mixture policy under the true reward (un-
known to both algorithms) after 10 iterations of both IRL and SSIRL2. The results are
averaged over 10 simulations. The improvement levels off after 6 unlabeled trajectories.

In Figure 2 we fixed the number of unlabeled trajectories to 10 and observed the perfor-
mance under the true reward function as we iterate IRL and SSIRL. Both the true reward
function and the reward function for the non-experts are sampled randomly at the beginning
of each trial. As mentioned before, as we increase the number of iterations SSIRL converges
to IRL. However, as Figure 2 shows, a better policy may be discovered much sooner.

5. Conclusion

We presented a semi-supervised IRL algorithm for apprenticeship learning. The algorithm
combines the max-margin IRL algorithm of Abbeel and Ng (2004) and transductive SVMs

2. Note again, that since number of unlabeled trajectories is finity, after many iterations both IRL and SSL
converge to approximately same policy.
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Figure 2: Performance of the mixture policies under the true reward (unknown to both
algorithms). The true reward function and the reward function for unlabeled
trajectories are chosen randomly and the graph shows the performance of the
mixture policy.

(Joachims, 1999b). Our SSIRL algorithm leverages the cluster assumption in the feature
expectations space of the provided trajectories. To our best knowledge this is the first work
that makes use of the unlabeled trajectories in the apprenticeship learning.

One of the limitation of the SSIRL is that the expected feature counts of provided
trajectories should comply with the clustering assumption. Otherwise, including them in
the optimization maybe not helpful at all, as shown by Singh et al. (2008). Moreover, our
method inherits the well known limitations of IRL (Abbeel and Ng, 2004), such as the
assumption of the linearity for the reward in the feature space or only a mixture policy
as the output of the algorithm. Finally, since the stopping criterion for IRL is defined as
closeness to the expert trajectory in the feature space, other stopping criteria need to be
used to recognize that the policy found by SSIRL is performing better.

In the future, we plan to enhance other methods with unlabeled trajectories, such as
max-margin planning or maximum entropy inverse reinforcement learning. Moreover, we
plan to investigate leveraging manifold assumption, which is also well studied in the semi-
supervised learning (Zhu et al., 2003).
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